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The behavior of the dilation operator in the distant past and future is obtained 
when it evolves under a unitary group. whose generator is a Schrodinger operator. 
The total and free evolutions are then compared by their actions on the dilation and 
position observable. This result is employed to give a simple proof of completeness 
for scattering by Coulomb-like potentials. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Time asymptotic behaviour of the position and the dilation operators 
under the total evolution group is studied where the generator of the group is 
a Schrodinger operator and these results arc used to prove the asymptotic 
completeness for scattering by a Coulomb-like potential. 
We consider in Section 2, Schrodinger operators of the form 
H = H, + W, + W, with H, = -jd, W, a short range potential, and W,, a 
smooth long range potential. Then we study the limits of the evolved position 
and dilation operators under the group exp(--ifH) as t --$ *co. We also 
compare as t+ fco, the two evolutions exp(--itH) and exp(--ifHi,) by the 
evolution of the same two operators under them. Some of these results are 
partially proved in [ 11. 
In Section 3, we introduce a positive operator valued measure which is 
useful for the estimates in Section 4 and some of its important properties are 
also collected here. Finally, Section 4 is devoted to proving a stationary 
phase estimate and combining all the results to have completeness for 
scattering by Coulomb-like potential. The main results are contained in 
Theorem 2.5, Corollary 2.6, and Theorems 2.11 and 4.6. Part of these results 
were announced in 110 1. 
Asymptotic completeness for a more general class of long range potentials 
has been dealt with elsewhere 161, but this can be done only after long 
computations of the finer asymptotic behaviour of the observables mentioned 
above. 
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2. ASYMPTOTIC PROPERTIES OF THE DILATION GENERATOR AND 
THE POSITION OBSERVABLES 
Let Q = (Q,, Q, ,..., Q,), P = (P,, P, ,..., P,), Pj = -iDj = -ia/axj be the 
self-adjoint operator families on I,‘(&“) representing the position and 
momentum observables. Let H, = -A/2 = (CJzl Pj2)/2 be the free 
Hamiltonian. Let 
H = 4, + W,(Q) + W,(Q), (2.1) 
where W,, W, are real valued measurable functions on R” such that 
Ws(QWo + 1) - ‘3 (If,, + 1)-“2 QjWs(Q)(H,, + I>-‘, 
j = 1, 2,..., v are all compact (2.2) 
and 
W, is differentiable and W,(x), x . ((VW,)(x) are both bounded 
functions vanishing at 00. (2.3) 
In such a case, it is well known [3, 51 that H is self-adjoint on D(H) = 
D(H,) and that any core of H, is also a core for H. We also know that 
W,(QW, + I>-‘> Q . (V W,)(Q)(Ho + 1))’ are compact, (2.4) 
(H, + i)(H + i) I, (H + i)(H, + i)-‘, (H+i)-‘(H,+i), 
and (H, + i)-’ (H + i) are all bounded. (2.5) 
Let jF”,,(H), -W9, and (F”,(H) be the absolutely continuous, continuous, 
point spectral sub-spaces of H, and let E,,(H), E,(H), E,(H) be the 
respective spectral projections on these spaces so that 1 = E,(H) + E,(H). 
We denote by H, , the continuous part of H so that H, = HE,. Furthermore 
we denote by Vt, U, the total and free unitary groups; explicitly 
V, = exp(-itHi), U, = exp(-itHo), t E R. 
Define the unitary group of dilations by 
(Y, f>(x) = ew-44) f(x exp(-@)), VfE L*(R”), Vx E R”. (2.6) 
It is clear that Yt is a unitary strongly continuous representation of the 
dilation group. Let A be its generator so that 
Y, = exp(-itA), VtER. 
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A simple calculation shows that 
A = (P . Q + Q e I’)/4 on .;i (RI’). (2.7) 
where 7 (R”) denotes the Schwarz space of rapidly decreasing functions. 
Also A and log N, are Weyl conjugate to each other, i.e., V’a, t E R. 
e if4e-i~logH~e-iAf _ -ialogHoe+iar 
[A,H,]=iH,, ,A;o;H,,=i. 
which formally implies 
(2.8 1 
Notation. In all the proofs in this article all absolute constants will be 
denoted by the same letter K. 
Before proceeding further let us give a “localized version” of strong 
resolvent convergence. It will help us to go from unitary operators to the 
functions of their generators and vice versa. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let k > 1 be fixed. Suppose for each integer n, 
B, = (B;‘),..., Bi”} and B G {B(i),..., B’k’] be two families of commuting self’ 
adjoint operators in a Hilbert space ,GF and let f E X. Then, the following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(i) s-lim -iu.hf = e-iu,Bf, vu E Rk. 
(ii) n400 i(BJf = #(B)f, V@ C -;“‘(Rk). s-lim,,, 
(iii) s-lim n-‘m #Rlf = 9Pl.L V$ E C,,(R k), 
where C,,(Rk) denotes the space of continuous functions with compact 
support. 
(iv) s-lim, -cc UtJf=~Plf, V4 E C,(Rkh 
where C,(Rk) denotes the space of continuous functions vanishing at co. 
(v) s-lim,,, cW$,lf = 0l.L V# E C,(R k)3 
where C,(Rk) is the space of bounded continuous functions. 
Proof: We give a cyclic proof. (ii) follows from (i) by the functional 
calculus of commuting family of self-adjoint operators, and by the formula 
g(y) = (27~)-~/* 1. dt J(t) exp(-it . y), 
where $ denotes the Fourier transform of 4. 
Since .7(Rk) f7 C,,(Rk) is dense in C,,(Rk), (ii) proves (iii). 
Since C,,(Rk) is dense in C,(Rk), (iii) implies (iv). 
Condition (v) follows from (iv) as in 12, p. 2861. Clearly (v) implies (i). 
Q.E.D. 
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COROLLARY 2.2. Let B,, B > 0 on 3, f EX. Then the following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(i) s-lim, -m exp(-itB,)f= exp(-itB)f, tit E R, 
(ii) slim,,, exp(-tB,)f= exp(-tB)f Vt > 0. 
Proof. (i) 3 (ii) by taking 4(y) = exp(-t 1~1) and applying Lemma 
2.l(iv). 
(ii) 3 (i) For w E L’[O, co), define the Laplace transform of w by 
W’V)(Y> = .fF dt v(t) exp(-ty) for y > 0. Then s-h, +m #(B,)f= #(B)f, 
V# E LY(L’[O, co)). Since p(L’[O, co)) is dense in C,[O, copthe space of 
continuous functions vanishing at co-an application of statement (iv) of 
Lemma 2.1 yields the result. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let B, be selfadjoint on a Hilbert space SF, f EX. 
Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) s-lim, em exp(-itB,)f =f, Vt E R. 
(ii) s-lim n-cc W,lf=R V continuous bounded function I$ vanishing 
in a neighbourhood of 0. 
Proof: We only need to prove (i) from (ii) and this is done by varifying 
statement (v) of Lemma 2.1. Let 4 E C,(R). Choose w, E C,(R) such that 
0 < IJY,,, < 1, I,V~ = 0 in (-l/m, l/m), 1 outside (-2/m, 2/m). Then 
(q%w,)( y) - q(O) converges to $(Ju) - 4(O) and the converges is uniform on 
the whole of R. Since (ii) is valid for #w,,,, one gets s-lim,,, $(B,)f = 4(O)f. 
Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2.4. Let B,, B be selfadjoint and spectrally continuous, 
f EGY. If s-lim,,, exp(-itB,)f = exp(-itB)f, Vt E R then s-lim, -a 
exp(-it/B,)f = exp(-it/B)f, Vt E R. 
Proof We verify statement (iv) of Lemma 2.1. Let 4 E C,(R). Define 
v(y) = $(1/y) Vy E R. Then w E C,(R). By statement (v) of Lemma 2.1, 
slim,, m y(B,,) = @)f. In other words, s-lim,,, $( l/B,)f = $( l/B)f. 
Q.E.D. 
For real t, U;k(A/t) U, = (A + tH,)/t - H,, i.e., we can expect the scaled 
observable A/t under the free evolution to behave like the free Hamiltonian 
H, as t + foe. A similar result may be expected for Hamiltonians with 
potentials vanishing at co only if we look at the continuous subspace of that 
Hamiltonian. This is proved in Theorem 2.5, some technical parts of which 
are collected in Theorem A.1 in the Appendix. 
THEOREM 2.5. (i) slim,,,, Vt Yull V, = exp(-iuH,) Vu E R. 
(ii) s-lim I-r*m VW/t> v,f = $W,lfforf in KVQ 4 in G(R)- 
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Proof: (i) Since the limit is unitary and the sequence of operators are 
contractions, it suffices to prove weak convergence on a total set. This too 
we prove only for t-r co, the other case being similar. 
IffE L*(R”) is an eigenvector for H, then 111 VF YUjI I/, - exp(-iuHC) IfI1 = 
/j(YUlr - l)fjl and the result follows forf: So the result is proved on q,(H). 
Now, let SE D(H) n,e(H). Then, by triangle inequality. 
< lim jl(H + i)-’ (V;” I’,/, V, - V,, Y,,,)fll + fiy ii( Y, f - 1 )fli 
f-l’ 
< lim lJ(H + i)-’ (H, + l)II ll(HO + 1) ’ Y, ((H, + l)i/ t-n 
The first two factors of (2.9) are bounded by (2.5) and Lemma 2.9(i). 
respectively. For f; g E i (R”) and t > 1, 
=-ij”ds{((H+Af-‘)Y,,~~ ~~+,Y,:,f)-(y~,,~~,f,~t~‘~,,g)~. 
” 0 
(2.10) 
Here we have used the fundamental theorem of calculus since Y5:,./ (R”) G 
i’(R“) or D(H) and since s -+ HY,,, f is strongly continuous by virtue of the 
relation H, Y, f = ea Y, H, J: Now applying Theorem A. 1 (a) to the integrand 
of (2.10) we have that 
The identity (2.11) can be extended as a quadratic form on D(H,) by 
Lemma 2.9(ii) and using the fact that (H, + l)- ’ B(H,, t 1) ~’ E 8( P ). 
and in fact one has the estimate for fE D(H,) n F(H), 
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IWO + 1>-’ Vtf- Y,*,,,~,+,Yu,J-III 
<Kc-’ j“ds ~~t+h(Ho + 11-l WYs,,fII + s llJIl/. 
0 0 
Now the result follows from (2.9) by using Lemma 2.10(i) and then 
extending by density to e(H). 
(ii) Follows from (i) and Lemma 2.1. Q.E.D. 
Now we have a beautiful corollary due to [ 11, 
COROLLARY 2.6. 1ffE <T(H), then w-lim,, * m V,f= 0. 
ProoJ: Refer to [ 11. 
Applying Corollary 2.4 to Theorem 2.5, we have 
COROLLARY 2.7 On 
exp(-k/H,). 
mfo s-lim t+*m V;” exp(-kc/A) V, = 
Since (H - H,)(H + i))’ is compact by using (2.2), (2.4), (2.5), using 
Corollary 2.6 it is easy to prove 
COROLLARY 2.8. On D(H) n.e(H), s-lim,,, a, VFH, Vt = H. 
Now VFU,(A/t) UT Vt = VT(A/t) Vt - VTH, V,. By Theorem 2.5 and 
Corollary 2.8, one can expect, on z(H), V~U,(A/t) UTV, - 0 
asymptotically. In fact we can expect much more, since V:U, in some sense 
compares the two evolutions and the faster the potential vanishes at co, the 
faster the decrease should be. This stronger result will be proved in 161. 
In Lemmas 2.9 and 2.10 we collect the results some of which have already 
been used in the proof of Theorem 2.5. They will also be useful in showing 
that V,*Ut(A/t) UFV, and VTUt(lQl/t) UpVt+ 0 as t-t f co. 
LEMMA 2.9. Let f E L*(R”). Then, 
(9 II{W, f 11-l Two + 1) - 1 L/II <K{l(e’- 1)lll.A + 
IICY, - llfllI> Vt E R 
(4 IIIW, + 1) ytWo + I)-’ - l)fll VW’- 111 llfll + 
IlV: - l>.fllL Vt E R 
(iii) II{(H, + 1)-l ew(-tQ2Wo + 1) - llfll G K{(\/t + t> llfll + 
II[exp(-t&‘) - llfll1~ Vt 2 0, 
(iv> II{W, + 1) exp(--tQ2Wo + I>-’ - 11.0 G KI(\/i + 0 llfll + 
ll[exp(-tQ’> - 1 lfllh Vt > 0, 
(v) Y, and exp(-PQ’) leave D(H,) invariant for a E IR and fi > 0. 
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Proof: (i) By triangle inequality, 
II{(H, + 1)-’ y,wil+ I)- 1 lfll 
< ll{(H, + I>-’ Y,(ff” + 1) yp - 1 /II llfll + IKY, - llfll. 
The first summand of r.h.s. is equal to I\( (H, + 1) ’ (e/Ho + 1) - 1 }I/ l!,f‘!i 
which is less than or equal to I(e’ - 1)1 lifll, and the result follows. 
(ii) Similar to the proof of (i). 
(iii) By using commutation relations between P and Q, 
exp(-rQ2) H, = H, exp(--tQ2) - 2it P.Q. exp(--tQ’) 
+ t exp(--tQ2) - 2t’Q’ exp(--tQ2). (2.12) 
By the triangle inequality, 
IIW, + V' ev-~Q2Wo + 1) - 1 lfll 
< ll{(ff,, + 11-l ew--tQ*)(ff,, + 1) - ew-@2)lll 
x llfll + lllev(--tQ2) - 1 lfll. 
Now using (2.12) and the triangle inequality, the first summand of r.h.s. 
without I/f\\, is less than or equal to 2t \l(HO + 1). ’ P.Q. exp(-tQ’)// -t 
t I/ exp(--tQ2)/1 + 2t2 // Qz exp(-tQ’)ll. Now the result follows by observing 
I/ IQI ew-tQ')ll< IW" and 11 Q2 exp(-rQ’)li < Kt ‘. 
(iv) Similar to (iii). 
Condition (v) follows from the relations H, Y, f = e’Y, H,, f and (2.12) on 
1 (R“) and the fact that .7 (R”) is a core for H,,. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2.10. Let f E D(H) f? c(H) and T, = exp(-uQ*) for u > 0. 
Then 
6) lim, .fm. o [‘“‘dst-‘j-;drjl(H,+ l)~‘BV,Y,,fl/=O.VuER, 
(ii) lim ,-*Ur!‘ffdst~2.1’b~d~IJ(HD+ l)-‘BV,T,, :fli=O. V’U~O. 
(iii) lim ,++m.l‘~‘dlI(H,+ l)-’ W,Y,,fll=O. t”u~R, 
(iv) lim r+-t~&‘dsII(Ho+ 1))’ WV,T,, >fll=O. u>O. 
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ProoJ (i) 
!‘;“I ds t-f dr ll(Ho + 11-l WY&-/l 
Glult-‘/“drl/(H,+ I>-‘SVJII 
0 
+ K(I(H, + l>-’ B(H + i>-’ II 1”’ ds IIW, + l)K,, - l>fll+ (2.13) 
0 
The first summand converges to 0 as t + f co since (Ho + 1))’ B(H + i) -’ 
is compact and we use RAGE Theorem [4] for fE .e(H) fI D(H). The 
second term goes to 0 as t + f co by Lemma 2.9(ii) and by an application of 
the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem. 
(ii) Upon observing that 
+ K ll(ff,, + l)-’ B(H + VII ll(ffo + l)(T,,-> - l>fil, 
the result follows as in (i) by using RAGE Theorem, Lemma 2.9(iv). The 
proofs of (iii) and (iv) are similar to (i) and (ii), respectively, once we 
observe that (Ho + l)-’ W is compact, and then use Corollary 2.6 which is 
a consequence of Theorem 2.5 which in its turn depends on Lemma 2.10(i) 
only. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 2.11. (i) On e(H), s-lim,, k m V~U,Y,,,U~V,=l,VuER, 
(ii) On .e(H), s-lim,,, a: VF U, exp(--uQ*/t’) UT V, = 1, Vu > 0, 
(iii) On .q(H), s-liml+*oo VT U,#(Q/t) UT V, f = $(O)f for every 4 51 
C,(R “1, 
(iv) On e(H), s-lim,,, a, VF U, exp(-iu . Q/t) UT V, = 1, Vu E R”. 
Proof (i) Using Theorem A.l(c) and (e) we obtain for f, g E .S‘ (R”) 
and t2 1, 
(U:’ Vtf- yu*,,l u:: vt yu,tf’ g) 
=- I ’ 0 ds $ (W K ?,,A Ys,, s> 
= it-’ I ‘ds ((V,Y,,,f,U,AY,,,g)-(V,AY,,,f,U,Y,,,g)J 0 
j  1, 
-’ ds 
f 
= it-' dr PI/T Ys,,f, V, - f ut Ys,r g) 
0 0 
+ t(W - ffo) vt ys,,f, u, YF,I 8) . 1 
(2.14) 
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As in the proof of Theorem 2.5, the above identity can be extended as a 
quadratic form on D(H,) and one gets by Lemma 2.9(ii). 
<K/c’ ).‘“‘ds )fdr/i(H,+ l)~‘BV,Y,.,fll+rll(H,,+ 1) ’ WV, Y, ,)“I. 
.” 0 
Thus for ff5 D(H), 
By Lemma 2.9(i) and Lemma 2.10(i), (iii), the required result follows by 
restricting fE D(H) n.e(H) and then extending to FC(H) by density. (ii) 
Using Theorem A. l(d) and (e) successively we get, for ~5 g E / (R“) and 
t> 1. 
(T,, zU::Vtf- u::VtTu, ?f)g) 
Extending the above identity as a quadratic form on D(H,,) and using 
Lemma 2.9(iv), one has the estimate for fE D(H) n T(H). 
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+ 2K, J -‘ds ll(Ho + l>-’ WVtT~,-,,I~JII 0 
(2.16) 
The right-hand side of (2.16) converges to 0 as t -+ co by Lemma 2.1O(ii) 
and (iv) and we arrive at the result by density arguments. This gives the 
proof of (i) and (ii) for t + +co and that for t + -co is identical. 
(iii) We deduce (iii) from (ii) using Corollary 2.2 and 2.3. By (ii) and 
Corollary 2.2, Lemma 2.1, and if tq is any bounded continuous function on 
IO, a~), we get 
s-,hm lim VT U, ~(1 Q\/t) iLJF V, = ~(0) on flc(H). (2.17) 
Let 4 be any bounded continuous function on R“ vanishing in a 
neighbourhood of 0, say, in (x E R : (xl < E}. Choose a bounded continuous 
function li/ on [0, co) such that 0 < I,V ,< 1, li/ = 0 in 10, s/2) and 1 on [F, co). 
Then 
I$(Qlt)l G IICII, w(lQl/t, for all Q. (2.18) 
Since y/(O) = 0, we get by (2.18) 
s-,“m V;” U, qi(Q/t) UF V, = 0 on c(H) by (2.17). + 
(2.19) 
Let d be any bounded continuous function on R“. Then using (2.19) it is 
easy to prove, as in Corollary 2.3 that 
s-)2 Vi+ 4 @(Q/t) UP V, = 4(O) on P;(H). 
(iv) Follows from (iii) and Lemma 2.1. 
Q.E.D. 
3. THE POSITIVE OPERATOR VALUED MAP 
Choose and fix c in (0, l), r in P(R”) such that 9, the Fourier transform 
of ?I defined by, 
q(k) zz (271) - (1’2)” 
.I 
dx q(x) exp(-ik . x) 
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(3.1) 
has 
SUpp~C {kER":Iki<~C}. 
We further normalise ~7 by 
/I# = 1 dx Iv(x)i’= 1. 
Define for (x, k) in R“ x R” the function rlrk by 
v.&) = V(Y - xl explik . (Y - -u) I 
so that 
f,dp) = G’(P - k) expl--ir .PI. 
For every (Borel) subset M of R“ x R“ define the operator T(M) on L’(R” 
by 
where ( , ) denotes the inner product on L’(R“) and the integral is a weak 
integral. Then it is known 17, Sect. 3.41 that T is a positive operator valued 
measure on the Bore1 subsets of R ” x RI’ such that T(R” x R “) = 1. Further 
T(B X R”) is a multiplication operator by a function of Q given by 
T(B x R”) = (F(B) * lv12)(QL (3.3) 
where F(B) denotes the indicator (characteristic) function of B and * denotes 
the convolution operation. 
LEMMA 3.1. (i) Let @ be any continuous function on R ” with compact 
support and M c R“ x R”. Then for f in .‘r (R“). 
I#‘) WW I(s) = (2~)~~ j+, dx W.6 v,d / &9(t) 
x G(T - k) exp I i(q < - x . 0 I. 
(ii) Let a > 6. Then 
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Let H,, H, U,, V, be as in Section 2 and f be in <c(H). Then 
(iii) For any continuous bounded function w: R“ + R with ~(0) = 0 
)+%, II w(Q/s) U$ Vsfll = 0. 
(iv) For each a > 0, lim,,,/l F(I Ql > as) Uf V,fll = 0. 
(v) For each a > 0, lim,,, ll(l +IQI>~-‘F(lQl~as>~~VSfll=O. 
(vi) For each a > 0, lim,,, /I T((x, k): 1x1 > as} U,* V,fll = 0. 
(vii) For 4 in COm(O, a> lim,+, lllW> - Wf,)] V,/ll = 0. 
Proof: (i) Follows from (3.2). 
(ii) Follows from (3.3). 
(iii) Follows from Theorem 2.1 l(iii). 
(iv) and (v) follow from (iii). 
(vi) Follows from (ii) and (iv). 
(vii) Follows from Corollary 2.6 and the compactness of 
4(H) - #(Ho)- 
Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let the measurable function I: R” x R” x R“ -+ C be such 
that for some bounded subset B of R” we have I(k, q, x) = 0 for k not in B. 
Further let I(k, . , .) be the integral kernel of a bounded operator J(k): 
L’(R’)+ L*(R”) given by 
P’(k)f l(q) = f dx Wh q> x) f (x) 
and let 
C = sup(ll<f(k)jl: k is in B}. 
Define an operator L on Y(R”) by 
(Lf )(q) = [ dx dkC.6 v,,c) Z(‘G 4, x, 
for f in ,Y(R”) and q in R”. Then L is a bounded operator on L*(R”) and 
11 L II < (27r)“““’ [meas(B)]C. 
Proof: For f in Y(R”) define g(k, x) = (fi qxk). Then g(k, .) E L2(RL’) 
and J’ dk /I g(k, .)I]’ = (2n)” /If 11’. Thus 
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,I’ 4 KU)(q)l* 
=!‘dq ~jRWW & .)1(s) I* 
< [meaWl (_ dk I’& IV’(k) g(k. .)l(q)l* ‘R . 
by Cauchy-Schwartz inequality and Fubini’s theorem 
< Imeas(B)[* 1. dk IIcY g(k. .)liz 
‘R 
,< [meas(B C’ /dkllg(k. .)ll’ 
= /meas(B C2 iifil’ (2n)“. 
The result is now clear. Q.E.D. 
4. ASYMPTOTIC COMPLETENESS FOR THE COULOMB POTENTIAL 
Let 
H, = -iA = $P’. (4.1) 
H = Ho + W,(Q) + w,.(Q). (4.2 ) 
where W,, W,, are real valued (measurable) functions on R“ such that 
Ws(Q)(Ho + I) -‘. (H,, + 1) I!2 QjWs(Q)(H,, + 1) ‘9 .i= 1. 
2 T.... 1’ are compact, (4.3) 
W,(Q)Wo + I>-’ (1 + lQl)‘+E is bounded for some t: > 0. (4.4 1 
W, is C” and for suitable constants K, ID” W, (x): < 
K,( 1 + lxl)-‘-‘“‘. (4.5) 
Remark 4.1. (a) Note that conditions (4.3) and (4.5) on W,. I+‘, 
imply (2.2) and (2.3). Thus the results of Section 2 remain valid for this 
class of potentials. 
Remark 4.1. (b) Let W be the Coulomb potential on R’ given by 
W(x) = k/j?rl with k nonzero constant. Let < in C,“(R“) be such that 
O< [< 1. C(X)= 1 for 1.~1 < 1, and 0 for IsI > 2. Set W, = [W and 
W, = (1 ~ [)W. Then W, satisfies (4.3) (4.4) and W, satisfies (4.5). Set 
X(t) = X(t, P) = )-’ dr W,(7P) and Z, = U, expl--iX(t. P)). (4.6) 
2 0 
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Then we have 
THEOREM 4.2. (i) 0, = s-lim,,,, VtZ, exist, 
(ii) f2, are isometries and V,R, = a, U, for all s, 
(iii) Range Q, c,%&(H). 
Proof. Refer to [ 8 1. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let 4 be in C,“(R”\(O}) with supp$c (&a < I<1 < b} for 
someO<a<b<oo.Choosecin(O,l)suchthatc~~aandletTbeasin 
Section 3. Then for large s and all p in (0, l] we have the following: 
(9 IIWQI G ba(t+W ucI+s),p exp(-W + s> - @)I) WI 
T((xl < fas}II < C,(t + s)-” 
for all N > 0, where C, does not depend on t, s, and p. 
(ii) A similar estimate as in (i) holds when $(P) is replaced by 
$v> g IW + s, PI - WY P) 1% 
I 
(iii) C;‘= , /I #(I’) a/aqi [X(t + s, P) - X(s, P)lll < K los((t + s)/s) for 
some constant K. 
Proof: (i) Let 
q&P, 43 x> 
= (27~~“E(Jq) ,< ba(t + s>/p, lx/< $7s> 
x f&#(t)ri(T-k)e i[y.l~.~.I-(l/2)52(lts)lp~S~+'drW,(rl)l (4.7) 
Then by Lemma 3.1 (i), 
PII Ql G +a@ + s)/~)uu+s,,, exp(--ilX(t + s) -Ws>lhW’)T~l4 < fasIfl(q) 
= . dx dk < f, q,k > Z(k, p, q, x). I (4.8) 
By (3.1) and the support property of $ one easily sees 
I(k,p, axI= 0 if lkJ& za,b+s ’ 
I I 
(4.9) 
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Further when IuI< Su(t + s)/p, IxI< $zs, l<l E (a, b), and s large we get 
.1 + \ 
~n(r+s)/p-lql-l-u/-Kl ds(l +T) ’ 
. \ 
3 $a@ + s)/p, 
the constant K depends only on supp P 
(4.10) 
and for Ial > I 
I I 
.,+ 5 
0; q . t-x . t - ;t’(t + s)/p - ( ds W, (~5) 
. \ I’ 
’ 
< $(r + s)/p + +us + b(r + s)/p + K,(t + s) K, depends on supp Q 
< K:(l+ s)/P. (4.1 I ) 
BY (4. lo), (4.11), and Lemma A. 1 of 19 ] or Lemma 6.2 of 111 we get for 
all N 
I! I@. p, . - .)I1 < llw? P, . 1 ~)Il,,.,s~K:.l(t+s)/~I ‘+I’ (4.12) 
for all N, where the constant KA, is independent of k, p, f. s. Now the result 
follows from (4.12), (4.9), (4.8), and Lemma 3.2. 
(ii) Proof is identical to that of (i). 
(iii) Follows from the definition of X and the support properties of 0. 
Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let 4 be in C$(O, co) with suppb c 15: fa’ < :(I < ib’i. 
where 0 < a < b < co and 0 < c < min(ju, 1 }. Let I,(s), I,(S). I?(s), I,(s). 
I,(s) be given by 
c( 
Z,s(s) = ) dt /I W,(Q) U,, s exp(-i[X(t + s) - X(s) I) d(H,,) T/lx1 ,< $us 1% 
. 0 
Z,(s) = \“- 
7, 
(’ 4 lx dl ll(1 + IPQI>-’ u<c+,, 0 ‘j@‘(H,,) 
I . I, -0 
X exp(-i[X(t + s) - X(s)l) T(lxl < duslll. 
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I,(s) = 2 ,(I @la dt IIV + l~Ql>-’ UcffSjlP exp(-CW + s) -J4s)l) 
j=l 0 0 
x wok& IW + s> -@)I Tllxl G ~43 
I 
13(s) = 9 j-’ +jm dt ll(1 + lbQl>-’ uct+sj,p Wfo) 
.j=l 0 0 
x exp(--i[W + s) -X(s)]) U.4 < $s\ Q,i(l + I QIIm’ /I, 
Z4(s) = 1’ d/7(“: dt(t + s) 
0 0 
x IIt1 + IMP3 uu+svp exp(HW + s> -~(~>lhWf,)~{Ixl < faslll. 
Then the following hold: 
(i) lim,,, Z,(s) = 0, 
(ii) lim, -m Z,(s) = lim, ~a, Z,(s) = lim, -m Z4(s) = 0, 
(iii) sl,(s) is bounded. 
Proof (i) By using the boundedness of W,(Q)(ZZo + l)-’ (1 + ]Q])r”, 
the resolution of the identity 1 = F(( Q ( < {u(t + s)) + F(l Q I > $a(t + s)) and 
Lemma 4.3(i) for p = 1 we get 
for some constant K. The result easily follows. 
(ii) For Z,(s) the proof is similar to that of (i) except that here we use 
the resolution of the identity viz. 1 = F(] Q ] > @(t + s)/p) + J(] Q I < 
$4t + SYP>* 
For Z,(s) we also we use Lemma 4.3(ii), (iii) and the fact that for x > 1, 
log x = 0(x”*) to get 
Z*(s) < K 1’ dplrn dt{(t + s)-’ log[(t + s)/s] + (t + s))*} < 3K/s 
0 0 
For Z4(s) the result follows from the resolution of the identity 1 = F(] Q) < 
&(t + s)/p) + F(] Q ( > fu(t + s)/p) and Lemma 4.3(i). 
(iii) Since Q,(l + IQ])-r b IS ounded the result follows as in (ii). 
Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 4.5. LetfE .e(H), ljf\l = 1, 4, a, T us in Lemma 4.4. Then 
(i> (0, explW>l - 1) us 
= s-lim t-,(v::u,exp(-iIx(f+s)-X(s)l)- 11 us, 
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(ii) -iVt(d/dt)( Vj+ U, exp(-i[X(t + s) - X(s) 1) U, 
= W,(Q) U,,, ev-Wf + s) -X(s) I) 
+ %czZiJ^:~~ ~,!?+,,,Pi~d@Q> U,r+\,,,Qi 
X exp(-i[X(t + s) - X(s)] + $i(r + s) U, I 
x !-A do ~,T+,,,,@'Wd@Q> u,, _ ,,,r'l 
X exp(-i[X(f + s) - X(s) 1). 
(iii) /i(O+ exp[iX(s)j - 1) U,#(H,) T(lq < $zs) F(lQl <As) Ut V, 
6 KV,(s) + I,(s) + Z,(s) + I,(s) 
X I(1 + lQl)WQl <As> U,*V,./il i I,(s)l 
for each /1 > 0. K is independent of 1. 
Proof: (i) The result follows since exp[--ix(t)) is feebly oscillating [ 8 /. 
i.e.. 
s-:im, exp[-iX(t + r)] - expl-iX(t)] = 0 for each r. 
+ 
(ii) Clearly (d/dt) VT U, exp( -iX(t + s)) = iv: 1 W,(Q) + W, (Q) 
W,((t t s)P)] I/, exp[-iX(t + s)]. 
Now the result follows by using the identity IS/- 
u: W,(Q) u, - W,(W = j’ 4 u&,Pw,!@Q) u, ,, . Q -0 
+ {it )’ dp U;,(A W, )@Q) U,,, 
. 0 
(iii) Let g be in D(lQl) with // gJ1 < 1. Then using (i), (ii), the 
canonical commutation relations between Q and P as well as (3.3) and (4.5) 
we get 
II@ + fwlW)l - 1) U,W,) Uxl,< %Jd 
V?U,exp(--i[X(I + s) - X(s)]) U,$(H,,) 7‘{I,yu/ < jaslg ~ 
+ '- (‘ldp rrn WWW@Q) U~r+r,;oQ,iWo) ,,r, "" 'U 
X exp(--i[X(t + s) -X(s)]) T(lxl < faslgll 
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The result follows by choosing g = F(1 Q I < As) U,* V,J Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 4.6. Range Q, = Range R- =&(H). 
Proof. (For the positive sign only). Let f~ q(H) with IIf]] = 1, 
4 E C,“(O, co) and k > 0. First we observe that by Lemmas 4.4(iii) and 
3.1 (v) 
,‘i+; 1&l ll(1 + I Ql> F(I Ql < As) u: vs./II = 0. (4.13) 
Thus by Lemmas 4S(iii), 4.4(i), (ii), and (4.13) we get, for some a > 0, 
Now combining (4.14) with Lemma 3.l(iv), (vi), and (vii) we get 
Since V,* JI+ = a+ Uz and since Range Q+ is closed, (4.15) yields $(H)fE 
Range .R+ for each f in e(H) and each $ in CF(O, co). Again using the 
closedness of Range Q+ and density of the set (qb(H)fifE e(H), 
4 E Cr(O, co)} in e(H) and Theorem 4.2(iii) we arrive at Range 
R, =&(H). Q.E.D. 
Remark. A careful analysis of the proof of Lemma 4.3 as has been done 
in [6] shows that the hypothesis (4.5) can be weakened to that for Iu] < m 
for some integer m with m > 4 + 2v. 
APPENDIX 
Here we collect some of the more technical results used in Section 2. We 
setB=f(v-2)W,+(i/2)(W,Q.P-PPQeIYW,)-fYW,-$Q.VW,.Then 
by the hypotheses (2.2) and (2.3), B is well defined as a quadratic form on 
D(H,). Also (H, + 1)’ B(H, + 1)’ has an extension in 9(Z) which we 
denote by the same symbol. Formally, B stands for -(W + i[A, WI). 
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THEOREM A. 1. Let f, g E 9(R “). Then 
(4 V%4-(Af, V~g)-t(V,Hf,g)=Sbds(BV,f. V,. ,gh 
(b) (vt.6 Q’g) - (Q’A v:: g) -44% VT g) - 2t*(v/,Hf,g) = 4 .I”0 ds 
.i’iww,f. v,-tg>, 
(cl AUtS = U,Af + tU,H,f, 
(d) Q’U,f = U,Qff+ 4tAU, f - 2t*U,H,f, and 
(d t&f, Q”d - <Q’f, C%r> - 4t( v,f, Ag) t 2t*( v,f, H,) g) = -4 .I’:, 
sds(BV,f, ~,~,g)-2t*(Wv~:g). 
Proof. For 0 < I, < 1, define Q, = CT=, QT( I + LQj) ’ and S., = x:; , 
PjQ,(l + J.Qj))’ t Q,( 1 + ,IQS))‘Pj} with D(S,) = D(HA”). Clearly Q,% is 
bounded self-adjoint while S, is symmetric such that (H, + I) ‘.‘I S-, and 
S.l(H, + l)- “* are bounded. A simple computation shows that 
(i) S,, Q., leave ,Y’(R”) invariant. 
(ii) (Q.d Hg) - (Hf, Q,I s> = i(f, S.% s>. 
sup O/.\CI I(S.,f, Hg) - (Hf, S., s)l < K NH,, + l)fll IN,, + l)sil 
for all f. g E D(H,,) 
and some constant K. 
(iii) s-lim Q,,f= Q’f and s-lim S, f = 4Af as 2 + 0+ for all 
j-6 ’ (I?“), 
(iv) b, -o + ((S,f,Hg)-(Hf,S,g)/=4i(lH+B)fg)forf.gED(H). 
Now let .L g E ,Y (R”) so that V,fC D(H,) z D(S.,). Then 
( VtL s-1 8) - (S, .L vt* 8) - 4t( v, Hf, g) 
=~i]:d+.,Y,J: v,-,g)-‘W“,Hf,g)} 
where we have observed that the derivative exists and is continuous so that 
the fundamental theorem of calculus applies. Finally taking limit I. + 0-t in 
the above equality and using the dominated convergence theorem with (ii), 
(iii), and (iv), we have (a). 
Similarly forf, g E ,Y(R”), we have using (ii) 
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Then (b) follows by letting I, + 0+ in the above identity and proceeding 
exactly as in the case of (a). 
Results (c) and (d) follows easily from (a) and (b), respectively, by setting 
W, = W, = 0 and noting that U, maps .‘r (R”) into .7 (R“) G D(A) n LI(Q’). 
Finally (e) follows by combining (a) and (b) and performing an integration 
by parts. Q.E.D. 
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